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2.1.i 

Grade Level Indicators 

4.2.1.i Display academic honesty and integrity by avoiding plagiarism and/or 
overreliance on any one source and by following a standard format for 
citation. 

5.2.1.i Display academic honesty and integrity by avoiding plagiarism and/or 
overreliance on any one source and by following a standard format for 
citation. 

6.2.1.i Display academic honesty and integrity by avoiding plagiarism and/or 
overreliance on any one source and by following a standard format for 
citation. 

7.2.1.i Display academic honesty and integrity by avoiding plagiarism and/or 
overreliance on any one source and by following a standard format for 
citation. 

8.2.1.i Display academic honesty and integrity by avoiding plagiarism and/or 
overreliance on any one source and by following a standard format for 
citation. 

12.2.1.i Display academic honesty and integrity by avoiding plagiarism and/or 
overreliance on any one source and by following a standard format for 
citation. 
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NeSA
ELA Sampler

Grade 8 example

19. A student is doing research for a report on early filmmaking. Read her two sources and
complete the task that follows.

Source 1

Modern moviegoers, familiar with dramatic special effects, are often surprised by the 
simplicity of early motion pictures. It is hard to imagine how black-and-white movies with no 
sound and simple plots could excite an audience. And yet in 1903, The Great Train Robbery 
created a sensation with no color, no soundtrack, and less than a dozen minutes in which to 
tell a simple but exciting story.

Source 2

The Kinetoscope was an early type of movie projector invented by Thomas Edison in 1891. 
For Edison, the invention was an amusing distraction, a toy. The moving images were the 
result of playful experiment. Most of the early efforts to produce motion pictures were brief 
representations of familiar scenes, such as a running horse or a man sneezing. Even so, 
people found them fascinating.

Select two statements that should be revised because they plagiarize one or both of the 
sources. Select two.

A. Audiences were amazed by even simple images like a man sneezing or a horse running.

B. As filmmakers gradually learned, audiences loved motion pictures that told an interesting 
story.

C. Most of the early efforts to produce motion pictures were brief representations of familiar 
scenes.

D. People today, who are familiar with dramatic special effects, are often surprised by the 
simplicity of early movies.

E. It seems likely that people were attracted to even the simplest of motion pictures because 
of novelty.

F. Even without special effects or sound, black-and-white movies were as popular as any 
movie made today.
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Item Information

Alignment 8.2.1.i Display academic honesty and integrity by avoiding plagiarism 
and/or overreliance on any one source and by following a 
standard format for citation.

Answer Key C, D Option Annotations

The student is asked to determine two statements that 
are plagiarized. The correct answers are Options C and D. 
Option C is plagiarized because it is a direct copy of the first 
half of a sentence used in Source 2. Option D is plagiarized 
because, while the words “People today” and “movies” are 
used to replace “Modern moviegoers” and “motion pictures,” 
the rest of the sentence is verbatim to the original sentence in 
Source 1. Options A, B, E, and F are incorrect because, while 
they include information from the sources, the information has 
been put into the student’s own words.

This item is worth 2 points. To receive full credit, the student 
must correctly identify both statements that are plagiarized. To 
receive 1 point, the student must correctly identify one of the 
statements that is plagiarized.

Depth of Knowledge 2

Focus Avoid Plagiarism 
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Answer Key – Completed Correct Response

Item Information

Alignment 12.2.1.i Display academic honesty and integrity by avoiding plagiarism 
and/or overreliance on any one source and by following a 
standard format for citation.

Answer Key Sentence 4 Option Annotations

The student is asked to identify the sentence in the paragraph 
that is plagiarized. The correct answer is sentence 4, “The 
La Salle River is the one major watercourse and flows to the 
southeast with tributaries draining the county.” This is the 
correct answer because it is a direct copy of sentence 2 in the 
original source. The other options are incorrect because they 
include sentences that are not pulled directly from the online 
source.

Depth of Knowledge 2

Focus Avoid Plagiarism




